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ABSTRACT
Due to the always growing computing power, virtual models
become nowadays a popular mean to simulate complex problems
such as vehicle stability, track settlement or ground-borne vibra-
tions induced by railway vehicles. This paper presents a co-
simulation model of a vehicle passing on a track that lays on
a soil. The model is split into two subsystems that are the vehicle
and track subdomains and the soil subdomain. The coupled vehi-
cle/track subsystem is modeled into an in-house multibody dedi-
cated software package while the soil is entirely modeled with the
help of a finite element analysis software. The results obtained
using Jacobi and Gauß-Seidel methods, two different co-
simulation techniques, will be compared to an already validated
two-step model. Moreover, besides the results, this paper presents
the coupling technique used between both subsystems to allow
co-simulation and depicts the data management between the two
distinct simulation environments.
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1. Introduction

In railway dynamics, there exist models or virtual prototypes focused on the vehicle
dynamics. Those models can be, for example, dedicated to the characterization of the
vehicle performance in a specific situation [1]. It can also provide the motion of a car
containing passengers in order to prevent any discomfort due to an undesirable motion.
In all cases, railway vehicles are complex structures involving a substantial number of
bodies, suspension elements linking those bodies and then many relative motions. This
kind of mechanical system is usually modeled using multibody dynamics techniques.
Besides its own dynamics, the vehicle is usually rolling over a track that lays on a soil.
When focusing on vehicle dynamics, the motion of the soil is frequently neglected since
its effect remains small in comparison with the vehicle motion or the track motion in
mid- and high-frequency. This effect is higher but still limited in low frequency [2].
Moreover, in terms of their mathematical representation, the vehicle, the track and the
soil are clearly different structures. Indeed, the vehicle involves a limited number of
equations of motion depending on the number of degrees of freedom used to represent
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the motion of the bodies, usually supposed to be rigid, constituting the entire vehicle.
Meanwhile, the track and the soil are continuous and flexible structures that are
commonly represented using finite element techniques. Since the accuracy of a finite
element representation of a structure directly depends on the number of elements taken
into account, the number of degrees of freedom involved is much higher than in a rigid
multibody representation.

During the last decades, specific numerical solvers [3–5] were developed for specific
sets of equations. However, each solver remains suited for particular equations sets.
This means that in a multiphysics model, such as the vehicle/track/soil model treated in
this paper, it is common that different parts require solvers enjoying different proper-
ties, making it difficult to find an appropriate solver if a monolithic model is considered.
In the railway domain, the vehicle/track/soil interaction was already studied through
three-dimensional models [6–8] and two-step models were developed [9–15] in order
to break down the monolithic model into parts such that each part can use its own
adapted numerical solver. However, since the parts are integrated sequentially, the
coupling between the parts is commonly insured by including, in each part,
a reduced version of the other parts.

Contrarily to two-step models (Figure 1(a)), this paper presents a coupling of the
vehicle/track/soil parts during the process of numerical integration. Similar studies are
available in the literature and focus on the vehicle/track dynamics [16–19]. Generally
speaking, the developed models focus on vehicle dynamics and realize the coupling
between a multibody modeling of the vehicle and a finite element modeling of the track
at the wheel/rail contact. The aim followed is usually the possibility to provide a simulation
that can run in parallel. The model presented in this paper also deals with the vehicle/track
dynamics but takes the soil into account. Moreover, it is split into two parts that are the
vehicle/track and soil subsystems and each subsystem is defined and numerically solved
within its environment (Figure 1(b)). Indeed, the vehicle and track subsystem is modeled
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Figure 1. From the two-step model (a) to co-simulation (b).
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and time-integrated using an in-house multibody dedicated software called EasyDyn [20]
while the soil is modeled and time-integrated using the commercial finite element software
ABAQUS [21]. Moreover, different methods of data management are investigated with the
co-simulated model built for which a sequential and a parallel coupling schemes, denoted
Gauß-Seidel and Jacobi respectively, will be presented and examined. Furthermore, in
opposition to two-step models, the so-called co-simulated model does not require
a reduced modeling of the other parts in each subsystem. However, since both subsystems
are time-integrated simultaneously, a communication between them is required during the
integration process. This process management and data exchange will be performed
thanks to a TCP/IP server/client communication between both simulation environments.

2. Reference two-step model

The validation of the vehicle/track/soil model involving co-simulation is proposed by
the comparison with the two-step model proposed by Kouroussis et al. [22]. As
depicted in Figure 1, this two-step model is composed of three different subdomains
dispatched into two distinct parts. The reference two-step and the co-simulated model-
ings differ only by the coupling technique used, without changing the nature of each
subdomain. The three different subdomains are:

● The vehicle subdomain: modeled using the minimal coordinates approach in
multibody dynamics. It can be any railway related vehicle from a complete train
to a simple wheelset. For the sake of simplicity, the vehicle considered in the
present case is a single wheel.

● The track subdomain: composed of the rails, the railpads, the sleepers and the ballast
all the subballast structure is included in the general term ballast). The rails are
modeled using a regular finite element representation through Euler-Bernoulli beam
elements while the sleepers are considered as simple lumped masses animated with
a vertical motion. In particular, each sleeper has then one degree of freedom while
each node of the finite element modeling of the rail has two degrees of freedom, one
for the vertical motion and one for the rotation in a planar case. Since the railpads
and the ballast are considered in the track, the choice to model them as uncoupled
spring and damper systems was made (similar to the situation depicted in Figure 2).

● The soil subdomain: modeled with an hemi-spherically shaped finite element
model. The soil is split into a finite element meshed kernel, on which the track
lays, and a semi-infinite element wrapping tied to the kernel.

The two steps involved in this reference model are defined below.

● Firstly, the vehicle and the track subdomains are time-integrated in order to
compute the forces applied by the sleepers on the soil. Those forces are directly
applied through the ballast located between the ground (soil surface) and the
sleepers. In order to provide the best estimation of the track/soil forces,
a reduced Coupled Lumped Masses (CLM) model [23] of the soil is added such
that the vertical and longitudinal waves propagating through the soil are taken into
account. This computation is performed using EasyDyn.
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● Secondly, the forces obtained in the first step are applied on the soil modeling
implemented in ABAQUS.

Following the aforementioned two steps, it can be deduced that the motion of the
soil modeled in the second step does not directly affect the values of the forces going
through the ballast. Indeed, due to the sequential character of the two-step model, there
is no feedback of the soil step in the vehicle/track/CLM step. Therefore, the CLM
modeling of the soil should be as accurate as possible and may be defined iteratively. As
depicted in Figure 1, the interest of the co-simulated model presented in this paper lays
on the complete coupling between the soil motion and the track motion. Moreover, the
CLM representation of the soil is no more necessary since the coupling is directly made
during the process of coupled time integration.

3. Displacement/force co-simulated model

The construction of the model including co-simulation follows the same structure as the
previously presented two-step model. Indeed, the subdomains remaining identical for com-
parison purposes, the co-simulated model illustrated in Figure 2 involves two different
subsystems that almost correspond to the two parts of the reference model. They are defined
as follow.

● Subsystem 1 involves the vehicle and track subdomains. Since themotion of the sleepers
is now directly coupled to the motion of the soil through the mechanism of co-
simulation, no additional reduced representation of the soil (such as the CLM soil

Vehicle
Rail
Railpads
Sleepers
Ballast

Semi-Infinite elements

Surfaces
Soil mesh

Shell
Fixed soil

Figure 2. Representation of the displacement/force co-simulated vehicle/track/soil model coupled at
the ballast level.
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reduction) is required. This part is represented on top of Figure 2 and includes the
vehicle, the rail, the sleepers, and also the railpads and the ballast as coupling elements.

● Subsystem 2 consists of the soil, identically to the second step of the reference
model. The difference lays on the definition of the forces acting on the soil that are
updated during the coupled time-integration process.

3.1. Vehicle/track subsystem

The vehicle/track subsystem is represented by three sets of equations corresponding to the
vehicle subdomain and the two distinct components of the track subdomain: the rail and the
sleepers. The general set of equations is detailed in Equation (1). It has to be mentioned that
the entire vehicle/track subsystem is defined in two dimensions since the problem is symme-
trical along the longitudinally vertical plane. Therefore, for this subsystem, only the long-
itudinal-vertical planemotions are considered. Because of this two-dimensional characteristic,
the total number of degrees of freedom of this subsystem can significantly be reduced.

Even if the vehicle is, in the present work, a simple wheelset with only one degree of
freedom, Equation (1a) describes the general equation obtained through a multibody
representation of a vehicle. This set of nv equations, where nv represents the number of
configuration parameters qv describing the vehicle motion, is divided in three terms: a
Mv matrix containing the inertia information, a hv vector representing the centrifugal,
gyroscopic and Coriolis contributions and a vector gv containing the internal and
external applied forces on the vehicle system. Using EasyDyn, this set of equations is
automatically and symbolically established thanks to the kinematic description of the
multibody system through homogeneous transformation matrices [20].

Meanwhile, the track subdomain contains the rail and the sleepers respectively described
by Equation 1(b,c). Thanks to an Euler-Bernoulli beam (finite element) representation of
the rail, a set of nr equations in terms of the nr degrees of freedom qr is obtained.Mr andKr

are the mass and stiffness matrices corresponding to the rail elements respectively. The
continuous rail is split into elements with 2 nodes and 4 degrees of freedom. Indeed, each
node has a vertical degree of freedom as well as a rotational degree of freedom about
a direction perpendicular to the plane of motion. As it can be seen in Equation (1b), no
damping is considered in the finite element representation of the rail since it is supposed to
be negligible with respect to the material damping of the railpads and the ballast. The
sleepers are here considered as lumped masses moving vertically such that the matrixMs is
a diagonal matrix in which each diagonal term represents the mass of a sleeper. Through
this definition, the sleepers equation set (1c) involves ns equations in terms of the ns vertical
degrees of freedom qs. In both (1b) and (1c) Equations, the gr and gs terms represent the
rail and sleepers weights respectively.

MvðqvÞ€qv þ hvðqv; _qvÞ � gvðqv; _qv; t; frail=wheelÞ ¼ 0 (1a)

Mr€qr þ Krqr �Wrfwheel=rail � fsleepers=rail � gr ¼ 0 (1b)

Ms€qs � frail=sleepers � f soil=sleepers � gs ¼ 0 (1c)
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The f rail=wheel and f sleepers=rail terms involved in Equation (1) insure the coupling between
the three distinct sets of equations. Depending, on the number of contact points nc,
f rail=wheel is a vector of length nc containing the elastic forces developed between the
wheels and the rail and defined using a linear contact theory. Since the rail is dis-
cretized, the wheel/rail contact force vector frail=wheel is multiplied by a matrix Wr

containing shape functions [24]. This insures that the force vector is transformed into
an appropriate vector of forces and torques, applied on the nodes of the rail elements
on which the wheels are, in the track subdomain. Moreover, these shape functions are
also used to compute the vertical displacement of the rail at the exact axial positions of
the wheels using the displacements and rotations of the nodes of the element on which
the wheel is passing over.

The coupling between the sleepers and the rail is performed by the railpads that are
considered as linear spring-dashpot elements with stiffness and damping coefficients
denoted kp and dp respectively. However, since there possibly exist more than one
element of rail between two sleepers, only certain nodes of the rail are involved in the
rail/sleepers coupling.

As for the railpads, the ballast is considered as a bunch of spring-damper elements of
stiffness kb and damping db coefficients. However, it is remarked on Figure 2 that the
coupling is performed at the ballast level. It is also remarked that the vehicle/track
subsystem is longitudinally divided into three parts. The middle part concerns its
coupling with the soil subsystem while the external parts are fixed in the vehicle/track
subsystem and do not exist in the soil subsystem. If the coupling will be detailed further
in this paper, the existence of the fixed part in the present subsystem simplifies the
determination of the initial configuration, corresponding to the static equilibrium
position of the vehicle/track subsystem.

The numerical solver used to time-integrate the equations of motion in EasyDyn is
an implicit Newmark-β scheme [3] with integration parameters β ¼ 0:25 and γ ¼ 0:5
such that the spectral radius is unitary and it does not add numerical damping to the
results [25]. Moreover, the internal timestep is adaptive in order to improve the
convergence of the algorithm.

3.2. Soil subsystem

The soil subsystem is entirely modeled using a finite element approach developed by
Kouroussis et al. [22] in the ABAQUS commercial software. Contrarily to the vehicle/
track subsystem, the soil is modeled as a three-dimensional hemispherical structure.
The final purpose of this design is to estimate the level of ground-borne vibrations
generated by a running train. Therefore, the three-dimensional character of the soil
provides information on the vibrations with respect to the distance from the track.
Several features such as a specific soil (or ground) configuration or the presence of
a building close to the track could even be taken into account in the end.

As depicted in Figures 2 and 3, the soil modeling is composed of two different parts:

● The kernel: it consists of a solid hemisphere meshed with tetrahedral elements.
Two tracks lay on the top surface of this kernel, placed symmetrically with respect
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to the diameter. In the considered configuration, only one track is loaded.
Therefore, the excitation of the soil is slightly asymmetrical. Both tracks are
represented by the print of the sleepers on the ground (tied to behave like rigid
surfaces) called surfaces in Figures 2 and 3.

● The envelope: it consists of a hollow semi-infinite hemisphere of semi-infinite
elements coupled to a viscous boundary [26,27]. Technically, this envelope is
created by sticking semi-infinite elements and a viscous boundary to a shell
meshed with brick elements. The hollow of the envelope has the exact shape of
the kernel such that they can be tied together. The purpose of the viscous
boundary and semi-infinite elements is to avoid the undesirable wave reflection
that would happen if the external surface of the kernel was tied to a fixed surface.
Moreover, the kernel can move freely inside the semi-infinite shell. However, if the
soil kernel is more free and behaves more like a realistic soil, the main drawback,
already pointed out by Shih et al. [28], is the presence of a rigid body motion of the
kernel inside the envelope. The influence of this phenomenon can be attenuated
with a proper filtering on the results.

Meshed soil kernel
Meshed shell
Shell tying surface

Semi-infinite elements

Track A surfaces
Track B surfaces

Figure 3. Representation of the soil modeling simulated in ABAQUS. The soil is composed of a solid
meshed hemispherical kernel and an envelope of semi-infinite elements.
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For the soil subsystem time-integration, ABAQUS uses a HHT-α implicit scheme [29]
with automatically tuned integration parameters α ¼ �0:05, β ¼ 0:275625 and γ ¼
0:55 such that unnecessary high-frequency content is damped by the solver itself.

3.3. Coupling approach

In co-simulation or solver-coupling techniques, two ormore interacting subsystems are time-
integrated using different solvers and even different software packages. Due to the interaction
between the subsystems, a clocked data exchange is necessary to take the coupling into
account. The timestep at which the subsystems exchange data is called the ‘macrotimestep’
and will be denoted by the letter ‘H’. For consistency purposes, this macrotimestep must be
the same in all subsystems. However, each subsystem can be time-integrated between two
macrotimestep while using its own (adaptive or not) timestep (called the microtimestep and
denoted by the letter ‘h’).

While using co-simulation, it is necessary to define the scheme that corresponds to
the manner in which data are exchanged and the order in which both subsystems are
time-integrated. Two usual co-simulation schemes are studied, a sequential one called
Gauß-Seidel scheme and a parallel one called Jacobi scheme [25,30,31]. If z represents
the state variables (displacement and velocities corresponding to the degrees of free-
dom) of a system and u the inputs of a subsystem, it is depicted in Figure 4 that:

● In the Jacobi (J) scheme, the input variables uv=t and uτJ of each subsystem are
directly taken from the state variables zτ of both subsystems obtained at the end of

Figure 4. Gauß-Seidel scheme (dotted) – Jacobi scheme (dashed). The symbols u and z define the
input and state variables respectively while τ and H represent the time and the macrotimestep
respectively. v=t is the shortcut for vehicle/track subsystem.
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the previous macrotimestep τ. This means that there is no communication
between the subsystems during a macrotimestep and therefore the time-
integration can be realized in parallel over a entire macrotimestep.

● In the Gauß-Seidel (GS) scheme, one subsystem is time-integrated before the
other one during a macrotimestep. As for Jacobi, the input variables uv=t of the
first subsystem being integrated are taken from the end of the previous macrotime-
step τ. However, in opposition with the Jacobi scheme, the second subsystem input
variables uτGS are taken in the results of the aforementioned first subsystem
integration in the same macrotimestep τ þH. This imposes to integrate
a subsystem before the other one so that this scheme is, by definition, entirely
sequential over a macrotimestep.

Depending on the technique used to couple two systems, the resulting coupling con-
ditions are different. For example, some coupling techniques use algebraic constraints
by literally gluing a point in both subsystems [32–35]. Another coupling technique is to
consider the monolithic system split at the level of an elastic element. This has the
advantage of implementing the elastic element in both subsystems so that the action of
one subsystem on the other one is replaced by a force instead of an algebraic constraint.
Considering this, no differential-algebraic equations are involved in the sets of equa-
tions and regular solvers can be used. This kind of coupling is called applied-force
coupling [25,30]. There exist two different types of coupling when the monolithic
model is split at the level of an elastic element (here the ballast). Indeed, the force
developed by the elastic element has to be taken into account in both subsystems.
However, this force is or is not updated during the micro-integration of each sub-
system. As depicted in Figure 5 for a single spring, the two types of coupling are:

● The displacement/displacement coupling (denoted X-X). The elastic element, at
which the split is performed, is explicitly defined in both subsystems. From the
point of view of subsystem 1, the coupling force Fðz1; ẑ2Þ, exerted through the

Monolithic

Sub 2

X-X

X-T

Sub 1

z1

z1

z1

z2

z2

z2

ẑ2

ẑ2

ẑ1

F

Figure 5. Difference between the displacement/displacement (X-X) and displacement/force (X-T)
coupling types using a single spring element.
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elastic element, directly depends on its state variable z1 and also the coupling
variable ẑ2 coming from the other subsystem. This means that for any micro-
integration between two macrotimesteps, the coupling force can be updated with
respect to the state variable z1 of the subsystem while the coupling variable ẑ2
coming from the other subsystem remains constant over the entire macrotimestep
H. The situation of the second subsystem is similar and the exerted force Fðẑ1; z2Þ
is updated only with respect to the state variable z2 since the input variable ẑ1
remains constant over the entire macrotimestep H.

● The displacement/force coupling (denoted X-T). The elastic element, at which the
split is performed, is explicitly defined in one subsystem only (Sub 1 in Figure 5). This
subsystem specifically receives a displacement ẑ2 of the coupling point from the other
subsystem and updates the force Fðz1; ẑ2Þwith respect to its state variable z1 during its
own micro-integrations. Meanwhile, the second subsystem receives an already com-
puted force Fðẑ1; ẑ2Þ computed in the first subsystem. This means that this force
remains constant over all the micro-integrations of this second subsystem.

The constant values of the state variables ẑ1 and ẑ2 at time τ are the estimation of the
state variables at time τ or τ þH depending on the co-simulation scheme chosen.
Furthermore, it has to be remarked that, when the elastic element that couples both
subsystems presents also damping, the velocity of the coupling point has to be taken
into account. Indeed, when a subsystem is supposed to receive a displacement and not
a force, the velocity of the coupling point must be exchanged as well so that the
damping effect of the coupling element can be computed.

The coupling type retained for the model presented in this work is the displacement/
force one. For the sake of clarity, Figure 6 focuses on one coupling point of the
displacement/force coupling type used in the vehicle/track/soil modeling. In this
Figure, qg;i denotes the vertical displacement of the coupling surface i, _qg;i its vertical
velocity and Fsleeper;i=soil;i the force applied by sleeper i on soil coupling surface i.

Considering the ballast characteristics, the force involved in this specific case is given
by Equation (2) in which qg represents the vector containing the vertical displacement
of the coupling surfaces laying on the ground.

qg,i

q̇g,i

Force computation (ballast)

Fsleeper,i/soil,i

Rail
Sleeper

Soil

Figure 6. Focus one coupling point of the model proposed.
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fsoil=sleepers ¼ kb qg � qs
� �

þ db _qg � _qs
� �

(2)

From the point of view of the vehicle/track subsystem, the displacement and velocity
vectors qs and _qs of the sleepers are part of its state variables while the displacement and
velocity vectors qg and _qg of the ground are the inputs from the soil subsystem. Since

the inputs coming from the soil (qg , _qg) subsystems are fixed during the macrotimestep,

the force vector is updated through the state variables qs and _qs only. From the point of
view of the soil subsystem, the force vector fsoil=sleepers constitutes the input from the
sleepers and is directly applied on the coupling surfaces. This vector stays constant over
an entire macrotimestep.

The actual implementation of the co-simulation between EasyDyn andABAQUS deserves
some more explanations. It is especially true for the finite element software for which it is
necessary to comply with available features in terms of inter-process communication.

It is evident that the wall clock time required to integrate each subsystem over
a macrotimestep will not be identical. Therefore, when both subsystems are integrated in
parallel in the Jacobi scheme, the first subsystem whose integration finishes first has to wait
for the second subsystem to be integrated to perform the data exchange. Moreover, in Gauß-
Seidel scheme, it is imperative to integrate one subsystem before the other one. In any case,
the implementation of data exchange between both ABAQUS and EasyDyn requires amaster
that will orchestrate the time-integration in such a way that it obeys to the Jacobi or the Gauß-
Seidel co-simulation schemes. This master is implemented in EasyDyn since the open-source
character of an in-house program offers more liberty. Moreover, the master should be able to
exchange the data between the subsystems and then between the environments. Thus, the
master launches a TCP/IP server and ABAQUS communicates with the latter as a TCP/IP
client. Therefore, since each program launches its own threads, the EasyDynmaster program
controls the behavior of the communication between the server and client with respect to the
data management to make it either sequential or parallel depending on the scheme chosen.

Figure 7 depicts the workflow of each software and the developed interface that
allows co-simulation in between. The ABAQUS part is directly inspired by its guide for
subroutines ‘Writing User Subroutines with ABAQUS’ in which additional information
about the software workflow can be found [36]. The most important information in
Figure 7 lies in the so-called interface part. Indeed, it can be seen that the master of the
co-simulation process (main function of EasyDyn thread) starts a TCP/IP server that
will manage the data exchange and the vehicle/track subsystem integration while
ABAQUS manages the soil integration on its own. In practice, the loads required for
the integration under ABAQUS are defined through the UAMP subroutine, which
retrieves the data from the server.

Besides Figures 7 and 8 depicts the workflow interaction between both software
packages. Typically, the following steps are involved during the time-integration:

(0) Step 0 – Initialization

ABAQUS side: The input file corresponding to the soil subsystem definition is read
by ABAQUS. In this input file, it is specified that the loads are defined by an amplitude
(ABAQUS modeling property allowing a time definition of the force). This amplitude is
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user-defined using the UAMP subroutine written in C++ and pre-compiled (using
a conventional C++ compiler) before the simulation launch. ABAQUS links this
subroutine when the simulation begins.

EasyDyn side: The C++ code modeling the vehicle and the track is compiled and
linked. The object containing the model is built and the TCP/IP server is started in
a same process. The knowledge of the displacement and velocities of the soil coupling
surfaces is mandatory to compute the forces developed through the ballast. From now,
EasyDyn enters a waiting phase and listens to incoming TCP/IP requests.

(1) Step 1 – Data exchange

ABAQUS side: The UAMP subroutine calls a TCP/IP client that makes a request to the
server started in EasyDyn. Another useful property of the UAMP subroutine is the ability to
extract information from user-defined sensors measuring the vertical displacements and
velocities of the coupling surfaces. Once the client/server connection is established, the
displacements/velocities data are sent to the server. From this point, the simulation workflow
of the soil enters a pause phase until the server answers the request with the force values.

EasyDyn side: The server is waiting for an incoming request. Once a client request is
received, the server wakes up and receives the displacements/velocities data from the
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Figure 7. Interface between ABAQUS and EasyDyn workflows during co-simulation. A rectangular
box depicts an action or a function call performed during the process, a rounded box depicts
a decision and a dashed box represents an object or an associated property. The dashed boxes
embracing other several boxes show the composition of the steps in the analysis.
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soil subsystem. From now, EasyDyn can follow two paths depending on the simulation
scheme chosen:

● Jacobi: Since the forces fτsleepers=soil have already been computed for the previous
macrotimestep (time τ) in the vehicle/track subsystem, the server can send them to
the client waiting on the ABAQUS side.

● Gauß-Seidel: The forces fτþH
sleepers=soil exerted at the next macrotimestep are not

available yet. Therefore, the server cannot immediately answer the request sent
by the client and performs the following steps until it can compute the forces and
send their values to the client.

(2) Step 2 – Loads definition

ABAQUS and EasyDyn: Either for Jacobi or Gauß-Seidel, once the coupling data are
received (displacement/velocities for EasyDyn and forces for ABAQUS), the loads are defined
and the equations are built. It must be mentioned that this step will be performed simulta-
neously for both subsystems if the Jacobi scheme is chosen. However, for Gauß-Seidel, it
cannot be performed at the same time since the client in ABAQUS is still waiting for the force
answer.
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Figure 8. ABAQUS and EasyDyn workflows interaction during co-simulation.
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(3) Step 3 – Interval

ABAQUS side: The subsystem is time-integrated from time τ to τ þH using its own
microtimestep h. From this point, the macrotimestep was performed and the next one
restarts from step 1.

EasyDyn side: As for the ABAQUS side, once the equations of motion are built, the
macrotimestep interval H is performed using an internal microtimestep. However,
depending on the method chosen in point 2, EasyDyn acts differently:

● Jacobi: Immediately after the time-integration, it gives the control back to the
server and restarts the steps from step 1.

● Gauß-Seidel: Once the vehicle/track subsystem is time-integrated, the values of the
forces fτþH

sleepers=soil are sent to the soil subsystem through the client/server link. From
now, the soil subsystem can stop its waiting phase started in step 1 and continues
steps 2 and 3. Meanwhile, EasyDyn gives the control back to the server (return to
step 1) and starts a waiting phase during the soil subsystem time-integration.

Figure 9 summarizes the difference between Jacobi and Gauß-Seidel workflows during
a macrotimestep H. In this Figure, Si represents the aforementioned step i.

4. Results

In order to validate the principles used to build the model including co-simulation, an
equivalent two-step model is used as a reference. The different characteristics of the
vehicle and track subdomains are given in Table 1. The vehicle/track subsystem and the
vehicle/track/CLM step in the co-simulated and the two-step model are both defined in
EasyDyn but are, as expected, fundamentally different. However, the soil modeling
remains exactly the same in both models. The only difference, that does not lie in the
modeling, concerns the forces exerted by the track on the soil. The two step model uses
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Figure 9. Difference between Jacobi and Gauß-Seidel schemes for the interaction between ABAQUS
and EasyDyn workflows during co-simulation.
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a table of amplitudes while the co-simulated model uses a user-defined amplitude
through a user subroutine.

The comparison between the results will be performed using three different types of the
common homogeneous soil: a soft, a medium and a stiff soil distinguished by their Young
modulus E of 10, 155 and 750 MPa respectively. The other characteristics defining the soils
are the Poisson’s coefficient ν = 0.25, the viscous damping β = 0.0004 s and the density ρ
= 1540 kg/m3. They are considered as constant over the three soil types. The equivalent
CLM reduced parameters are given in Table 2.

In the following lines and Figures, the two-step model will be denoted TSa and the
co-simulated models with Gauß-Seidel and Jacobi schemes will be denoted GSa and Ja

respectively. The superscript of each abbreviation indicates the macrotimestep
as H ¼ 10a.

Figure 10 shows the magnitude of the displacements at time t ¼ 0:5 s. Figure 10(a,c,e)
represent the results, for the three soil types, obtained using the co-simulated model with
Gauß-Seidel scheme with a macrotimestep of H¼ 10�3 s. Figure 10(b,d,f) represent the

Table 1. Parameters defining the vehicle/track subsystem (from [37]).
Component Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Vehicle Mass mv 10 T
Speed v0 300 km/h

Contact Contact stiffness kHz 92.86 GN/m
Rail Section Ar 63.8 cm2

Geometrical moment of inertia Ir 1987.8 cm4

Young’s modulus Er 210 GPa
Density ρr 7800 kg/m3

Number of rail elements per sleeper nr=s 2 –
Railpads Stiffness kp 180 MN/m

Damping dp 28 kNs/m
Sleeper Number of sleepers in start zone ns;start 10 –

Number of sleepers in coupling zone ns;CS 81 –
Number of sleepers in end zone ns;end 10 –
Mass ms 90.84 kg
Spacing Ls 0.6 m

Ballast Stiffness kp 25.5 MN/m
Damping dp 40 kNs/m

Table 2. Parameters defining the homogeneous CLM reduced soil for two-step
method, from [23].
Soil type Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Soft Lumped mass mf 94 kg
Uncoupled stiffness kf 5 MN/m
Uncoupled damping df 180 kNs/m
Coupling stiffness kc 15 MN/m
Coupling damping dc −30 kNs/m

Medium Lumped mass mf 758 kg
Uncoupled stiffness kf 69 MN/m
Uncoupled damping df 1120 kNs/m
Coupling stiffness kc 157 MN/m
Coupling damping dc −218 kNs/m

Stiff Lumped mass mf 1396 kg
Uncoupled stiffness kf 317 MN/m
Uncoupled damping df 2550 kNs/m
Coupling stiffness kc 724 MN/m
Coupling damping dc −300 kNs/m
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results obtained for the two-step model with the same macrotimestep. Visually speaking,
the magnitude of the displacements obtained using the two-step model and the model
using Gauß-Seidel scheme look really similar when compared on a similar scale. However,
a slight difference can still be spotted in the soft soil case. Furthermore, the stiffer the soil is,
the less the difference can be noticed.
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Figure 10. Magnitude of the displacements at time t ¼ 0:5 s.
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Figure 11 provides the time history of the force applied a half vehicle (since themodeling is
two-dimensional) on the three-dimensional soil while passing over the sleeper located in the
middle of the track. Figures 11(a,b) illustrate the force for a soil with a Young Modulus E of
10 MPa, Figure 11(c,d) for a soil with E ¼ 155 MPa and Figure 11(e,f) for a soil with
E ¼ 750 MPa. For each case, the difference between the left and the right is a focus on
a different scale on the results. In those Figures, the two-step, the Jacobi and the Gauß-Seidel
methods were used with a macrotimestep of H¼ 10�3 s. However, since the results of J�3

present instability, amacrotimestep of H¼ 10�4 s was used in order to compare stable results.
Figures 12 and 13 are similar to Figure 11 but with the vertical displacement and the vertical
velocity respectively.

It can be seen on these Figures that the results provided by the model that uses co-
simulation are similar to the results obtained by the equivalent two-step modeling.
However, it can be noticed that the difference becomes larger when the flexibility of
the soil increases. If this phenomenon is less observable in Figure 11 that depicts the
coupling force applied on the soil, it is clearly visible in Figures 12 and 13 at the
displacement and velocity levels.

Since the Jacobi co-simulation scheme uses, for each macrotimestep, the values of
the coupling variables obtained at the end of the previous timestep while Gauß-Seidel
uses an updated version of those values for the second subsystem integration, it can be
imagined that Jacobi will involve a deeper loss of accuracy than Gauß-Seidel. This loss
of accuracy can lead to an amplification of the error accumulation and then generate, in
some cases, instability. Figures 11–13 (soft soil results only) clearly show that Jacobi can
lead to an instability while Gauss-Seidel stays stable for a same macrotimestep and
a same soil configuration. Moreover, theoretically speaking, the loss of accuracy is
a function of the chosen macrotimestep [25] and should then decrease when the
macrotimestep decreases as well. If the macrotimestep tends towards 0, Jacobi and
Gauss-Seidel should converge to the same solution. Moreover, decreasing the macro-
timestep sometimes lead to stable results. Both phenomena are visible on the afore-
mentioned Figures.

In Figure 14, the wall clock time required on the same computer (AMD FX-tm
8350 4.0 GHz) to perform the simulation is given for the two different timesteps
H¼ 10�3 s and H¼ 10�4 s (Figure 14(a,b) respectively). The J�3 simulation is not
represented since the simulation was unstable and failed. It can be seen that the soil
type does not really affect the simulation time while the type of model chosen does.
Generally speaking, for the microtimestep H¼ 10�3 s, Jacobi is the fastest and Gauß-
Seidel the slowest with the two-step model in between. Since Jacobi is parallel and
both software packages actually run simultaneously while Gauß-Seidel stays sequen-
tial, the difference between the simulation time of both co-simulation schemes is
due to the fact that the time-integration of the vehicle/track subsystem is hidden
behind the soil subsystem one. Since the two-step model is also, a fundamentally
sequential process, it is normal that the Jacobi scheme remains faster. The fact that
the Gauß-Seidel simulation time is bigger than the time of the two-step model could
be explained by the time required for the data exchanges and a less efficient
convergence in the vehicle/track subsystem due to the loss of accuracy provoked
by the co-simulation process.
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Figure 11. Time history of the force applied by one side of the vehicle on the soil while passing over the
sleeper located in the middle of the track. (left: focus on the wheel passage, right: zoom on the incoming
situation).
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Figure 12. Time history of the vertical displacement of the soil surface located in the middle of the
track. (left: focus on the wheel passage, right: zoom on the incoming situation).
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Figure 13. Time history of the vertical velocity of the soil surface located in the middle of the track.
(left: focus on the wheel passage, right: zoom on the incoming situation) .
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Figure 14(b) also shows that when the macrotimestep decreases, the difference in the
simulation time becomes negligible. A reasonable hypothesis to explain this phenom-
enon could be the adaptive microtimestep of the solver used in the vehicle/track
subsystem. Indeed, this microtimestep is adaptive in order to reach a certain order of
accuracy. Therefore, even if the macrotimestep is defined at H ¼ 10�3 s, smaller time-
steps are still investigated in the vehicle track subsystem while the linear definition of
the soil converges in only one iteration. Therefore, in the case of a macrotimestep of
H¼ 10�4 s, the time required for the integration of the soil subsystem could become
dominating.

5. Conclusions

Two co-simulation schemes, a sequential one and a parallel one, were presented to build
amodel that couples a vehicle/track subsystem and a soil subsystem. From the point of view
of the nature of the problem, this co-simulated model remains similar to a two-step model
that is used as a reference to compare the results obtained with. The major differences
between the two-step model and the co-simulated model lied in two points:

● The sequence of subdomains integration: in the two-step model, the vehicle and
track subdomains are completely integrated over time before the soil subdomain
while, in the co-simulated model, all subdomains are integrated with continuous
interaction.

● The presence of a reduced model of the soil in the vehicle and track step integra-
tion in the two-step model: this reduced model of the soil is no more necessary in
the co-simulated model since both subsystems communicate during the integra-
tion process.
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Figure 14. Wall clock time required for the different simulations.
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The working process of a connection, specifically developed to couple an open-source
in-house software and a commercial software, was detailed. This connection allows bilateral
communication between the two considered subsystems through the management proper-
ties of the TCP/IP protocol. Moreover, the data management used provided the practical
implementation of both sequential and parallel co-simulation schemes.

The similarity between two-step and co-simulated models was demonstrated through
the comparison of the coupling forces acting between both vehicle/track and soil
subsystems as well as the displacement and the velocities of the coupling surfaces.
Furthermore, it was also evoked that the macrotimestep and the co-simulation scheme
used have a capital influence in terms of stability and accuracy of the solution obtained.
Moreover, the difference between the parallel and the sequential co-simulation schemes
was highlighted. Indeed, the integration of one subsystem is hidden behind the other
one in the Jacobi scheme. This provides a computational time lower than in the Gauß-
Seidel case and also lower than the two-step simulation time. However, if the parallel
scheme is faster, it was shown that it is also the less stable in a similar situation. This
lack of stability is essentially due to the explicit characteristic of the co-simulation
schemes used. In addition, the parallel scheme will, by definition, use a less accurate
estimation of the inputs for the second subsystem integration than in the sequential
case. This phenomenon reinforce the lack of stability in the Jacobi scheme.
Furthermore, attention should be paid to the intrinsic solver of each subsystem since
one solver could become dominating and then balance the simulation time between
both parallel and sequential coupling schemes.

Finally, besides the similarity between the two-step and the co-simulated models, the
mechanism of co-simulation provides interesting advantages:

● In order to estimate the forces applied on the soil in the second step of the two-
step model, an accurate CLM reduction of the soil is required. The parameters of
this CLM soil can also be determined iteratively. Using co-simulation, no reduc-
tion of the soil is required since both subsystems are directly coupled during the
integration process.

● Moreover, if the soil is not homogeneous or if there exist some complex structures
nearby the track, the co-simulation process directly takes into account the effect of
these additional features.

● Furthermore, in a more practical way, the co-simulated model proposed in this
paper allows a separated modeling of both vehicle/track and soil subsystems if the
input and output data of both subsystems are known. This could be highly
interesting for a company in terms of confidentiality or even in terms of project
management.
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